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PRESIDENTS REPORT

Hello Parents and Players,
 
I hope we all enjoyed a hard-earned break last weekend – the feedback from a 
lot of parents has been that they certainly enjoyed a weekend off football and 
basketball commitments and the long weekend was enjoyed by many.
 
I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate all of our members who were 
involved last weekend and continue to be involved with the MPJFL Interleague 
program. We had almost 20 players selected to represent the MPJFL – and a further 
3 coaches have been a key part of the success of this initiative.
 
So we head back into our footy this weekend with a full roster of home games at 
Citation Reserve on the back of some pretty ordinary weather this week. Please 
take note that the grounds, as well as the surrounding areas are now very damp 
and muddy. This is especially relevant to our parking situation, as last season we 
had a few cars getting stuck trying to negotiate their way into parking spots that 
didn’t exist. We all understand that our new facility has brought with it a decreased 
number of parking spots and therefore we have to make the best of what we have 
available. This may mean cars will have to park on Helena St and walk down to the 
ground. Please do not park in front of any barricaded areas marked with Hi-Vis 
bollards and yellow chain – these areas are required to be open for Ambulance 
access at all times. Avoiding the tow-trucks on site to remove cars this season 
would be a welcome site!!
 
In round 8 we have a full day of away games across the whole club – which will be 
followed by game day awards back at the club for our inaugural club dinner. Please 
keep your eyes peeled for information from your teams social co-ordinator or team 
manager in the coming days. We are keen to make all social events and functions 
a success and continue our push for fundraising for the new digital scoreboards.
 
I would also like to mention a few new sponsors who have joined the SMJFC 
recently. You will notice signage around the venue and ongoing support at 
functions from Domino’s Pizza in Mornington, as well as the game day awards they 
are providing for our players. Additionally, Active Real Estate have joined with the 
club to take over naming rights of the ground, and signage will be going up in the 
near future. Both organisations have made significant financial contributions to the 
club and their support is appreciated. Please take the opportunity to support their 
businesses if you have the chance.
 
Have a great day Sunday and enjoy your football at home this weekend.
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SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC

PLAYERS CODE OF CONDUCT PARENTS CODE OF CONDUCT

MPJFL PLAYERS CODE OF CONDUCT
1.  Abide by the rules of the game and rules set down by your coach, club and league.

2.  Never argue with an official or umpire.

3.  Control your temper. Verbal or physical abuse of officials, umpires, spectators or  
 other players, deliberately distracting or provoking an opponent is not acceptable  
 or permitted.
4.  Work equally hard for yourself and your team. Your team’s performance will benefit,  
 so will you.
5.  Be a good sport. Applaud all good players whether they be by your team, opponent  
 or the other team. Be proud to walk off the ground after each game knowing that  
 you have given your best effort and never involve yourself in an argument with  
 opposing players, umpires or officials.
6.  Treat all players, as you would like to be treated. Do not interfere with, bully or take  
 unfair advantage of another player. Your involvement to play is for fun and enjoyment  
 and that winning is only a part.

7.  Co-operate with your coach and teammates and respect the ability of your opponent  
 Without them there would be no game.

8.  Play for the ‘fun of it’ and not just to please parents and coaches.

9.  Avoid use of derogatory language based on gender or race.

10. Adhere to the MPJFL Smoke Free Policy at all times.

INSURANCE AND CLAIMS
SMJFC has insurance with JLT Sports Insurance www.jltsport.com.au

Parents

1.  It is preferable that parents and guardians are present on Game Day

2.  If you are unable to be present you must inform the Team Manager that day of your  
contact number and be contactable at all times.

MPJFL PARENTS AND SPECTATORS OF JUNIOR FOOTBALL CODE OF CONDUCT
1.  Encourage children to participate if they are interested. However, if a child is not  
 willing, do not force them.
2.  Focus upon the child’s effort and performance rather than the overall outcome of the  
 event. This assists the child in setting realistic goals related to their ability by reducing  
 emphasis on winning.
3.  Teach your child that honest effort is as important as victory so that the result of the  
 game is accepted without undue disappointment.

4.  Encourage your child to always play by the rules.

5.  Never ridicule or yell at your child for making a mistake or losing a competition.

6.  Remember your child should be involved in football for their enjoyment, not yours.

7.  Remember your child learns best from example. Applaud good play by both your  
 team and by members of the opposing team.
8.   If you disagree with an official or umpire raise the issue through the appropriate  
 channels rather than questioning the official’s judgement and honesty in public.
9.  Remember most officials give their time and effort for your child’s involvement.
10.  Support all efforts to remove verbal and physical abuse from junior sporting  
 activities.
11. Recognise the value and importance of volunteer coaches. They give their time to  
 provide recreational activities for your child and deserbve your support.
12.  Support your club officials in maintaining the highest standard of behavior both on  
 and off the field for the betterment of the league and your family. Offer assistance  
 to the team that your child is playing in so that every opportunity is being provided  
 for the very best supervision and support. Your involvement will give both yourself  
 and your child far more satisfaction.
13.  Avoid use of derogatory language based on gender or race.
14. Adhere to the MPJFL Smoke Free Policy at all times.

Smoking BY-LAW 2 Smoking will be banned within 10 metres of an organised outdoor 
underage sporting event including; breaks or intervals in play during the event or 
training session

Alcohol BY-LAW 3 No Alcohol is permitted at any MPJFL Event without the 
sanctioning of the League Executive.



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC U9’S YELLOW   

COACH:  Paul Curry
TEAM MANAGER: Cass Van Der Zwan
TRAINER:  James Grover
RUNNER:  Lee Windsor

MATCH REPORT

STH MORNINGTON U9’S YELLOW VS RYE

AWARDS:  Coaches Award: Coben
 Club B&F Canteen Award: Rory
 Pizza Voucher: Logan
 Footy Cards: Seb

GOALS:  Jethro BEHINDS: Jethro, Ed, Issac

WORD FROM THE COACH:

Another great effort by the boys. We had to wait for a while for the game to start as 
our umpire didn’t show up!! Eventually a replacement was found and we were able to 
get under way. 
We had some really consistent performers this week. The boys got stuck in throughout 
the entire 4 quarters without a break as we did not have anyone on the bench. Ed, 
Coben, Jethro, Xavier, Rory and Logan were all standouts for constantly being involved 
in the game. Way to go guys, keep it up.
We struggled to score in the first half of the game but the boys never gave up and 
continued to pressure the opposition and managed to get the ball locked in to our 
forward 50 for long periods of time in the 3rd and 4th quarters. The pressure came 
from players like Matthew, Harper, Dylan, Jagger and Casey and there were kicks 
flying towards the goals from all angles. After a few behinds to Ed, Issac and Jethro 
we finally got one through the big sticks with Jethro snagging one in the 4th quarter. 
It goes to show that we may be inexperienced but we don’t give up!!
Our Captain for the day was Alister and he really had a great game spending some 
time in the ruck and at full back. Seb also played a solid 4 quarter game getting plenty 
of touches. Unfortunately Issac was feeling a crook but he showed real toughness to 
keep running, chasing and tackling for the majority of the game, he even got himself 
a point.. 
Well done to all the boys, every week we are improving and I we are starting to come 
together as a team and understand each other more each game we play. 
Also, a big thank you to Stu who has been my assistant coach for the start of the 
week. He has had to step down as he has a new job that will keep him from training. 
Thanks mate for all your help in getting the team up and running and good luck with 
the new job.



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC U9’S BLACK   

COACH:  Andrew Slocombe, Andrew Barron
TEAM MANAGER: Skye Ohlbrecht
TRAINER:  Marcos Armado, Jo Barron
RUNNER:  Kane, Wayne 

PLAYERS
1  Rafa Merchan

2  Gus Dooley

3  Cohen Beauchamp 

4  Sam Friebe

5  Harley Wilcox

6  Kobe Paley

7  Evan Noonan

8  Chase Bernard 

9  Dustin Gelley

10  Harry Ledlin

11  Harlan King

12  Archer Amado

13  Liam Matthews 

14  Jayden Perrott

15  Lewis Gardiner

16  Riley Whitzell

17  Ollie Barron

18  Kade Newling

19  Griff Jones

20  Liam Pizzey

22  Hal Slocombe

MATCH REPORT

PEARCEDALE WHITE V SOUTH MORNINGTON BLACK

CAPTAINS:  Kobe, Lewis

COACHES AWARD:  Rafa

GOALS:    Sam (2), Rafa 

AWARDS:  Domino’s Pizza Award: Jayden    
   Awards:  Kobe, Riley, Pizzey, Griff
HIGHLIGHTS:
• Team effort               •       First to the ball    •    Tackle Mania 

WORD FROM THE COACH: AFL Scouts on the lookout:
After the glittering highs of last Friday night under lights the team had a leisurely 10am 
kick off at Pearcedale.  Some of the Pearcedale boys looked like they might have driven 
to the ground and it was obvious that our players would need a solid contribution from all 
to be in the competition.

The first quarter we were under the pump early.  They put on 2 goals and our lads and lass 
really had to dig deep.  Pizzey and Riley worked hard and delivered some great taps out 
of the ruck and the whole team started to move the ball forward.   If we were not first to 
the ball we tackled like we meant it with some exceptional efforts by Gus, Cohen, Dusty, 
Jayden and Milana to wrestle down some of the more sizable units.

Our game focus was to be first to the ball and man up when we don’t have the ball, and 
didn’t we nail these in the second quarter!!  Harley tapped it down Sam’s throat a few times 
and he pushed it forward.  Kade and Dusty held great position on the wings and Harry, 
Jayden and Pizzey really rebounded it off our half back.  We hunted the ball like we meant 
it and pushed the ball forward with Sam snagging 2 goals. 

The U9 black hoard owned the second half.   Everyone delivered some their best footy, 
Kingy, Archer, Liam M, Riley and Ollie all held a great team structure seizing the ball or 
laying tackles as we continued to rebound it into our forward half.  With high pressure 
footy and repeat forward entries it was only a matter of time until Rafa squeezed one 
through the big sticks.  Lewis and Kobe as captains led from the front, with Lewis getting 
his hands down and dirty.   There was a bit of push and shove behind the play, but Kobe 
ignored that and focussed on the ball like a true leader.   

Every spectator left the ground with a smile as our team showed the attitude and 
application it takes to be a champion team!  The happy little helpers for the day Ali, Emma 
D, Tom, Paul and Jo also did the team proud.  



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC U10’S  

COACH:  Tim Wilcox, Jabyn Hogarth 

TEAM MANAGER: Sarah Somdercerff

TRAINER:  Nick Kurts

RUNNER:  Shane Mottram 

MATCH REPORT

PLAYERS
1. Lincoln Somdercerff
2. Jack Mathews
3. Isacc Flynn
4. Patrick Hose
5. Ralston Brenner
6. Dane Hogarth
7. Ben Hellier
8. Xavier Mottram
9. Baylin Wilcox
10. William Kidson
11. Ethan Lamble
13.  Lachlan Hose
14.  Hayden Kurts
15.  Owen Burgess
16.  Romeo Portelli
17.  Jimmy Irons
18. Chase Lawson
19.  Xavier Bushell
20. Charlie Alexander
21.  Harry Hade
22. Will Griffiths
23. Jack Searle
24. Thomas Burge
25. Hunter Blackmore-Flower
26. Austin Nagle

SOUTH MORNINGTON V DROMANA @ DROMANA

CAPTAIN:  Dane Hogarth

AWARDS:  Coaches Award: Patrick

 Trigger Award: Harry 

 Footy Cards Award: Hunter

 ‘Best On Ground’ Award: Will G

WORD FROM THE COACHES: 

We ventured down to Dromana bright and early on Sunday morning- alarm clocks 
had to be set this morning. Dromana had a full team of players that were there to 
play and unfortunately we just got done in a close one by a goal. 

Dane was our Captain today and always put in a top effort during the match, 
even getting involved in a bit of the rough stuff and almost snagging a couple of 
goals. The coach’s award went to a much deserved Patrick who as he does every 
week, ran confidently with the ball and read the play extremely well. Harry is going 
from strength to strength and his continued effort and improvement is starting to 
show on the ground, he moved the ball well today with a few cleaver taps and 
follow ups with second efforts which are sooo important. Will G was a one man 
team in defence today. He often took on 4-5 players on his own putting a stop 
to many certain goals for Dromana. Hunter is another one whose footy is starting 
to improve, he is beginning to use his size well and is becoming a real strong 
back man stopping the opposition from moving the ball forward with his strong 
overhead marks and good use of his body.

See everyone at training on Thursday night, and remember to have a kick whenever 
you can in the back yard!
 
WHO ARE WE? TIGERS! WHAT DO WE DO? ROAR!!!



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC U11’S  MATCH REPORT

STH MORNINGTON - 14.11.95  DEF ROSEBUD - 1.2.8

CAPTAIN: Jack G

BEST PLAYERS: Casper, Jack D, Taj, Luke, Will, Fish, Smiffy, Brodes, Hartz, Jack 
G,  
 Sib, Jake, Case.

GOALS: Jack D 4, Taj 2, Sib 2, Casper 2, Luke 1, Darce 1, Jake 1, Will 1.

AWARDS:  Tiger Medal – Casper            BOG award – Fish
 Pizza – Smiffy   Snickers – Taj
 Footy Cards – Jack G, Hartz

WORD FROM THE COACH: 
Super TEAM performance this week against a winless Rosebud outfit. I thought the 
boys arrived with that steely look in their eyes pre-game, you know the look....
They were switched on, & performed accordingly. I’m sure they wanted to make a 
statement. We had winners all over the park.
 
Players who had been in white-hot form again produced. But even more pleasing were 
the boys who had been a bit down last week, coming out & having a real impact.
The 3 main areas we talked about pre-game were – 1. Being clean below the knees 2. 
Play on at all costs 3. To tidy up our tackling. Big ticks in all 3 departments - the boys 
responded extremely well no doubt. 3 first Q goals to Jack D set the tone for the day. 
He was lethal on his left boot & super dangerous inside the 50m arc. Casper always 
finds the footy, tackled strongly & was rewarded with 2 goals.

Taj playing forward was dominant, presenting, marking & hitting the scoreboard. 
Super game. Luke is manic with his attack on the ball & man, & is in top form. Fish 
racked up the possies out the wing, running hard & tackling well. Smiffy & Will gave us 
first use out the middle, both with eyes only for the footy. Jack G started in the pivot 
& really got us going, a strong game. Hartz played in front, his straight line work really 
pleasing. Rock solid games from Brodes, Jakey, Sib & Case.
 
14 goals is satisfying. We train hard again this week & continue to build.
Great to see the boys get around Casper after a tough week, always the best medicine 
to be playing footy with your mates.
Our thoughts are with the Degan family.
 
Big thanks to all the usual suspects, everyone’s doing their bit.
 
We’re strong & we’re bold.

PLAYERS
1. Benjamin Fisher
2. Lenny Smith
3. Hartley Gardner
4. Brody Rogers
5. Harry Steven
6. William Broomhall
7. Taj Carnie
8. Casper Degan
10. Braydan Cross
11. Jack Dillon
12. Casey Davies
13. Harrison Whelan
14. Joshua Bell
15. Jake Wray
16. Liam St.Ange
17. Isaac Mounajed
18. Sam Sibley
19. Jesse Somdecerff
20. Blake Winsor
21. Jack Gray
22. Luke Pomphrey
23. Kade Cull
24. Darcy Garner

COACH: Josh Davies   
ASSISTANT COACH: Daniel Wray
TEAM MANAGER: Danielle Wray 
TRAINER :  Carly Steven
RUNNER :  Daniel Smith



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC U12’S  BLACK MATCH REPORT

STH MORNINGTON BLACK 11.6.72 V PEARCEDALE BAXTER 2.1.13
 
CAPTAINS: Kobe & Tom L

AWARDS:  Tom L (medal), Jacob, Noah, Hosey, Zac, Paddy

GOALS:   Hosey 2, Pat 2, Tom L, Cooper, Jordy, Lenny, Will, Jacob, Javi

WORD FROM THE COACH:
Pearcedale came out breathing fire and put us on the back foot in the first quarter, 
and the tigers finding ourselves 5 points behind at the quarter time break. With a 
quick recalibration and reinforcing of our team rules the lads put the game beyond 
doubt kicking 5 goals to zero, taking control of the game from that point on.
 
Tom L played a true captains game and led from the front, he was in everything. He 
was taking intercept marks in defence, tackling like a machine then finished of his 
game with a magnificent goal in the last quarter. Jacob’s confidence is growing each 
week, he created space and ran like the wind and no one could catch him setting up 
numerous attacks from the wing and finishing with a classy goal in the last quarter.  
Noah played a fair bit of the game up forward and was very solid contributor, when 
we moved Noah into the Ruck in the last quarter he won every tap out setting up 
many forward 50 entries. His decisive ruck work was the catalyst for another 5 goal 
quarter. Hosey was deadly in front of the sticks and kicked two telling goals in the 
2nd quarter as a result of putting himself in front at the contest. When moved to 
the backline Hosey was again very creative firstly repelling opposition attacks while 
setting up play with smart use of the ball in the back half. Zac has had a fantastic 
month of football is a natural ball hunter. This combined with his pace and long 
kicking really opens up the game for his team mates. Across half back not much 
got past Zac as he marked everything that came his way. Pat provided a target up 
forward and took some classic over head marks but most importantly finishing of his 
work with two goals straight through the middle.
 
We are in a very good position going into the bye  and starting to really understand 
each other’s game,.

PLAYERS
1 Jye Hickson
2 James Hilli  
3 Lenny Childs 
4 Will Marsh
5 Kobe Paris
6 Thomas Lamble 
7 Dustin Corfield
8 Thomas Hose 
9 Javier Merchan
10 Patrick Ross
11 
12 Nate Hogarth 
13 Jordan Barr
14 Jack Hewitt
15 Tom Mathers
16 Cooper Kannangara 
17 Logan Drake
18 Jackson Mills
19 Zac Hellier
20 Sebastian Davies
21 Jake Klarenbeek
22 
23 Jacob Chamberlin
25 Noah Thompson 
32 Daniel Fensome

COACH: Jason Mathers  
ASSISTANT COACH: Peter Hellier, Brad Paris
TEAM MANAGER: Ravi Kannangara 
TRAINER :  Adam Childs 
RUNNER :  Craig Corfield 



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC U12’S YELLOW MATCH REPORT

COACH: John Styling
ASS. COACH: Mick Barden
TEAM MANAGER: Kelly Pass 
RUNNER:  Anna Heinz                                                                                 
TRAINER:  Duncan Sibley  

STH MORN 7.7.49 DEFEATED ROSEBUD 5.7.37           

GOALS: Jackson Styling 2, Ryder Collins 2, Kai Stynes 2, Jimmy Woodlock 1
BEST:  James Aiken, Ryder Collins, Jake Pass, Jimmy Woodlock,  
 Eddie Cooper Ollie Lynas

WORD FROM THE COACH:
We headed up to Red Hill for our clash against Rosebud with 16 players and a 
determination to keep our unbeaten run intact.
With seven out with illness and injury it was going to take a massive effort to overcome 
an opposition with plenty on the bench. 
Jack Hogan won the toss and kicked to the scoring end with the help of a stiff breeze.  
We knew we had to put a score on the board early to give ourselves a chance. 
From the start Rosebud took it up to us and were running it out of our forward line 
with ease.  We finally got on top through the middle and our on ballers Percy and 
Hoges started to hit targets.  Goals to Jacko Styling and Kai Stynes got us the start we 
were after but a late goal to Rosebud against the tide kept them close at quarter time. 
The second saw our backline, brilliantly lead by James Aitken and Roster Lynas 
repelled any thoughts Rosebud had of getting any use of the breeze.  Josh Bell came 
on to help us out and he too stood up in defence.  Late in the quarter we got things 
our way and Jimmy in his new role as a key forward took some good marks and got 
his reward with a team lifting goal from a tight angle.

The third quarter started with our ruckman Zach  hitting the ball to our advantage 
and with Percy and Hoges got the ball down to our forwards.  In quick succession Kai 
Stynes got his second and Ryder his first before Jacko roved a pack and ran into an 
open goal to give us a four goal break.  The guys were starting to show the signs of a 
hard running game and Rosebud were starting to run us off our legs.  Rosebud kicked 
their second to give them a sniff leading in to three quarter time.
Opening the last Rosebud were full of running and keep the ball in their forward half 
kicking two goals to get them close. Ryder hurt his hand but wouldn’t come off in a 
show of courage as our guys busted their guts to keep the games on our terms. A 
rare forward thrust resulted in Ryder getting his reward by dribbling the ball through 
to give us some breathing space and as the clocked ticked down our guys threw 
themselves at every contest to get us over the line by two goals.

A great team win full of courage, resilience and character and a credit to every player.  
We knew we were up against it, but kept playing to the end even when exhausted.  
We look forward to the bye weekend to give ourselves a break and time to heal the 
bruises.  A big Thankyou to Josh Bell who stepped in when his club needed him, well 
played.  



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC U13’S 

COACH: G. Mills
ASS. COACH: C. Sommer
TEAM MANAGER: J. Grover 
RUNNER:  A. Cox
TRAINER:  C. Robert 

MATCH REPORT

PLAYERS
1  Brodie Moss
2 Tyson Grinter
3 Ethan Cullen
4 Henry Hayes
5 Kai Sommer
6 Oliver Zielezna
7 Forbes Grover
8 Ryder Russell
9 Jacob Cox
10 Sebastian Friend
11   Ethan Carr
12   Oskar McDermott
13   Ryan Arlove-Muscat
14   Luke Reidy
15   Djaya Purnormo
16   Harvey Robert
17   William Surridge
18   Shane Fitzsimons
19  Harrison Toms
20 Samual Maccora
21 Gabe Bieber
22 Jesse Mills
23 Charlie Webster
24 Liam Chalmers
26 Liam Brendenberg
36 Kyle Grentell

SOUTH MORNINGTON  15 - 13 - 103  DEF RYE   0 - 2 -  02

GOALS:  K.Sommer 4, K.Grentell 3, R.Arlove- Muscat 3, G.Beiber 1, H.Hayes 1,  
 E.Carr 1, R.Russel 1, E.Cullen 1

WORD FROM THE COACH: 
Well another great win from the boys! We mixed it up this week a lot more than 
previously. Good to see the boys step up and take their opportunity.

Great game from KYLE, not only kicking 3 himself but giving a couple off to 
his teammates with some quick handballs. RYAN also playing another another 
great game and kicking 3. RYDER, His best game so far across half forward, well 
done! WILL, fantastic in the ruck and around the ground! HARRISON, just loves 
wet weather football, awesome to watch. KAI, great in the midfield and bagging 
4 goals and kicking 3 when moved to centre half forward in the second quarter.

Thanks to all the parents for your help on the day... it was bloody wet!

At this point of the season we are playing some great football!! Let’s keep up the 
hard work!

“GO GET’M TIGERS EAT’M ALIVE”



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC U14S BLACK

COACH  Cameron Bell

TEAM MANAGER   

TRAINER  

RUNNER   

MATCH REPORT

MT MARTHA 4-6-30 DEF STH MORNINGTON 3-5-23

GOALS:   Harry VR, Paddy, Riley

FIGHTING FURY MEDAL: Noah for winning his own ball all day, 
competing hard against bigger opposition for 80 minutes

WORD FROM THE COACH:  “GRAND FINAL REPLAY”
We headed to Ferrero on what turned out to be a cracking morning for football.
We started well and had the best of the Mounties throughout the majority of the 
first quarter. Some poor kicking and costly mistakes in front of goal meant we 
only took a 7 point lead into the first break.

Our second qtrs this year have been really good but today we dropped out guard 
and allowed Mounties a couple of easy ones back to back whilst only kicking one 
ourselves so the margin was two points at the main break.

1 goal 2 behinds to each of us in the third qtr saw the margin remain the same 
at 3 qtr time.  I asked for a huge lift in the last to bring it home but unfortunately 
we dropped the concentration levels off and at the end of the day the Mounties 
wanted it more.

I don’t often show disappointment in my reports but today I genuinely feel we 
let a great opportunity slide. When the heat was on we just weren’t where we 
needed to be and didn’t play the team football that is required at this level in a 
number of areas.

We will learn from this, we have to!!
We have a week off now and look towards Dromana in 2 weeks, another tough 
game and a side that have knocked us off consistently over the years.
Get to training boys, really work hard together and let’s make today our ‘moment’ 
that changed our season and training habits!!
Thanks again to our Parent Helpers



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC

U14’S YELLOW MATCH REPORT

SOUTH MORNINGTON 13.9.87 DEF BALNARRING. 9.4.58

GOALS: Ty C 4, Leon B Harrison G 2, Fletcher K, Jackson H, Jake B, 
  Hunter L, Zeppelin N 1

BEST:  Leon B, Ty C, Zeppelin N, Archer M, Ethan St Ange,  
  Mason K, Lewis W, Jackson H

HIGHLIGHTS:

• Jake Burham’s 1st Goal

• Harrison’s strong marking 

• Leon and Ty’s Aerial dominance 

• Caleb’s big Hit

• Mason & Fletchers 100th games

• Archie’s 50th

WORD FROM THE COACH: 
A nice late game for our boys as we celebrated the twins Fletcher and Masons 
100th game and Archie’s 50th game,great effort boys well played.

Boys had a real hot dip all game with some great passages of play and team 
football, Balnarring have some classy players who keep them close at times 
but we missed some easy goals and some ill disciplined acts game them a 
sniff ( we can’t afford those silly mistakes against good teams).

We ran away with the game late but a great result no matter,a week off then 
Rye,good luck to the division 1 boys from our team competing this weekend 
at Frankston, fantastic effort .

Thanks everyone for your work on the weekend as usual.

PLAYERS
1 Harrison Goosey
2 Lachlan Styling
3  Archer Murray  (C)
4  Harley Boles
5  Marcus Edelston
6  Caleb Hooton
7  Fletcher Kohlman
8  Leon Brancatisano
9  Mason Kohlman
10  Jake Mckenzie
11  Hunter Lenowry
12  Christian Ortanzogolou
13  Rory Wagner-Watts
14  Jackson Haitana
15  Sam Mannering
16  Xavier Burham
17  Lewis Withall
18  Sam Westworth
19  Lucas Demo
20  Archie Richards
21  Ethan St Ange
22  Zepplin Nicholls
23  Jake Simmons 
24  Jake Burham
25  Jarvis Hinz
33   Ty Cull

COACH: Nathan Lenowry   
ASSISTANT COACH: Simon Goosey
TEAM MANAGER: Tim Mckenzie
TRAINER :  Rob Murray
RUNNER :  Johnno Kohlman



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC

U15’S  

COACH  Craig Collins

TEAM MANAGER   

TRAINER  

RUNNER    

MATCH REPORT

STH MORNINGTON 10.4-64 DEF MT MARTHA 5.8-38

GOALS:  Ned 5, Ziggy 2, Brody, Max & Pat 1

WORD FROM THE COACH:
Another challenge for the boys  up against Mt Martha, who over the journey have 
been the superior side and with plenty of school mates amongst the two sides, 
which always makes for an different dynamic, and a bit of good natured banter.
Going back to the start of last year an area that needed to improve was this 
groups basic skill level and credit to them all, their skills have improved, to the 
point I received numerous comments from onlookers on the skill and ball use of 
this team.

I also believe on  plenty of levels this was the best win for this team ever, big 
statement I know, but it was not only the way the team played, it was also team 
first attitude and you could see the belief growing in the group, and the support 
for each other out in the ground and the ownership.

HIGHLIGHTS: 
• Kyan & Ryan in defence
• Ronan’s ruck work
• Brody, Mitch, James & Ethan in the midfield.
• Ned’s five goals up forward & being a target all day
• Max’s best game
• Ziggy’s two late goals
• Patty’s second & third efforts & goal
• Zak’s tackling, and stopping role.

Next game against Dromana and another chance against a finalist from last year 
to demonstrate to other teams that South Mornington is the real deal and to 
keep working on that believe.

As always thanks to everyone that helps out, it would not happen without you.



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC

U17’S

COACH  Trevor Quint
ASSIST. COACH Matt Crosling Peter Scott
TEAM MANAGER Phil Kennedy Lesley Lee  

TRAINER  Michael Betts
RUNNER   Peter Daniel  

PLAYERS
1 - Pat Lane
2 - Josh McCabe
3 - Kaleb Cullen
4 - Mitchell Kennedy
5 - Jackson Daniel
6 - Riley Pickett
7 - Corey Marshall
8 - Jack Mottram
9 - Callum McCracken
10 - Corey Ablett
11 - Hunter Groves
12 - Tyson Clarke
13 - James Lee
14 - Noah Crosling
15 - Kyle Benallack
16 - Joel Goss
18 - Max Scott
19 - Ethan Betts
20 - Josh Richardson
21 - Jack Loorham
23 - Flynn Doyle
24 - Jack Crowe
25 - Kyle Goodingham
33 - Max Gallienne



SMJFC Foundation Member 1970.
PREMIERS

Oh we’re from tigerland

In any weather you will see us with a grin
Risking head and skin
If we’re behind
We’ll never mind

Oh where from tigerland

Like the tigers of old
We’re strong and we’re bold
Oh we’re from tiger
Yellow and black
Oh we’re from tigerland

 
THEME SONG
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1971 U10s
1972  U10s
1973  U10s
1974  U12s
1976  U13s
1984  U9s

1990 U9s, U13s
1992 U11s
1993 U12s
1995 U14s
1997 U16s
2001 U12s, U14s

2006 U15s
2008 U11s, U15s
2009 U14s
2010 U12s, U15s
2011 U13s, U16s
2013 U12s, U15s

2014 U13s, U12s, U11s
2015 U14s, U13s, U12s
2016 U11s
2017 U12s
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1990 U9s, U13s
1992 U11s
1993 U12s
1995 U14s
1997 U16s
2001 U12s, U14s

2006 U15s
2008 U11s, U15s
2009 U14s
2010 U12s, U15s
2011 U13s, U16s
2013 U12s, U15s

2014 U13s, U12s, U11s
2015 U14s, U13s, U12s
2016 U11s
2017 U12s


